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Two research projects

• The Kristiansand Roundtable Conferences 
(PhD-dissertation)
– Digital crisis is foremost to be considered an 

exogenous shock (Fligstein and McAdams, 2012)
• It exists outside of the field of music

• No intentions for entering

– Concerns are less related to competition from 
external agents and more related to whether 
these new agents understand and appreciate their 
role and function



• (Music industry representative): I think control is 
essential, I mean that's the central issue with all of this. 
And I think that there are different gatekeepers now. 
There are the end-consumers that we are talking 
about, who are music fans and we all hope we are able 
to connect with an artist and have that experience that 
we've all had. But there's a whole different range of 
gatekeepers that are no longer the radio-stations and 
promoters. Today, a big part of that control is in the 
hand of the technology companies. It's the handset 
manufacturers, it's mobile companies, it's the ISPs, it's 
the devices that have pipes to people. And that's 
another huge level of control and filtering and they 
don't understand our business at all. 



Two research projects

• The Nordgård-Committee on streaming 
(commissioned by the Norwegian 
Government)

– A clear dual economic development

– Artists’ have great concerns over costs and 
little/expectations of income from streaming

• Lowered costs for production

• Increasing costs for marketing



Four issues on the effects digitalization

1. Digital tools and platforms have significantly 
enhanced musicians and creators’ 
possibilities for producing and disseminating 
musical content

a. Simpler, cheaper

b. It has lowered the barriers to enter market

c. Increased competition



Four issues on the effects digitalization

2. The impacts on markets have not had the effects 
suggested by some. We haven’t seen the market 
alterations suggested by theories of disruptive 
technologies (Christensen, 1997) or disruptive 
innovations (Moreau, 2013)

a. The incumbent firms have rather enhanced their 
positions, suggesting developments to be sustaining 
rather than disruptive

b. Broad agreement on these economic developments 
(Elberse, 2013; Mulligan, 2015, etc)



Four issues on the effects digitalization

3. Disruptive effects on traditional value chains are 
limited to economic transformation and 
reallocation of functions. 
a. External agents/stakeholders have not taken over 

core functions (Elberse, 2013)

b. The Iron Law of distribution: you can bypass a 
partner, but not a function! It is possible to eliminate 
a partner, only if someone else steps up and take 
over the function

c. More of the traditional intermediary-functions are 
left with the artists and creators (DIY)



Four issues on the effects digitalization

4. Digital revenues are increasingly based on 
massive volumes and broad market shares, 
favouring catalogues over careers

a. The effects of the pro-rata model

b. Less economic security for the vast majority of 
artists

c. Increasing need for intermediaries to take risk

a. Time and sustainability? 



The effects for the creative worker

• Less economic security

• More function-responsibilities

• Combined, these two developments represent 
a enhancing dilemma for artists and creative 
workers 



Suggested actions

1. Proper data and research that provide 
sufficient understanding of economic 
dynamics

2. Critical research on the digital effects on 
stakeholders in (music industry) value chains

a. To counter past assumptions on digitalization

b. To provide stakeholders and policy makers with 
accurate understandings of the effects on value-
chains and stakeholders



Suggested actions

3. Political initiatives to implement sound 
systems for meta-data 

a. Critical factor for proper research

b. Critical for transparency


